Covid 19 has taken the world by a storm as because the world never expected such pandemic to hit humanity all across the world.

The world which was shrinking in past due to easy travel & global closeness in people across the world suddenly this pandemic had not just put a brake on the same but ask us to maintain “Social Distance” between humans to save our lives.

We all gearing up ourselves during the current lockdown period around the world to start our business activities with lots of New Normal in our near future, during such times we all looking for new solutions to adapt the New Normal.

We are leading solution provider for Automotive Industry for NVH and Interior trim for passenger cars. In reference of the above extreme Covid 19 situation, we have developed a few solutions to keep safe and social distancing using our world class technology and production system. Our website is www.paracoat.com

1. Face Shields - We understand with the New Requirements of using face masks in order to avoid transmission of disease, we offer face shields which protects from the disease and also give a full view of the face . We offering this in 2 models like one time use.

2. Social Distancing floor mat keeping the new Social Distancing regulation in our mind. We have created certain standard sizes with appropriate message printed on the same . We can customise the same with respect to color / logo.

3. Dispensers- Pedal type Sanitizer Dispensers

We are happy to enclose few pictures for your ready reference.

We would like to thank you for your time and consideration. We hope you and all loved one stay safe from this pandemic.

If you have any further queries please get in touch with us:

manish@paracoat.com